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QXMEN
TOOK A TRIP
DOWN TO
THE LOVELY,
DELIGHTFUL
KINDERGARTEN FOR ADULTS CALLED
THE HOIST IN CENTRAL LONDON
E
LAST MONTH TO TAKE A PEEK AT TH
FILMING OF BULLDOGXXX’S LATEST
DEN OF FILTH - Back Alley Band

its

Distributors in America, Stud Mall, had done some research from the ‘gay man on the
street’ (punters of porn) and found that the French-Algerian look was kind of in vogue at the
moment and so director-producer, Maxwell B. took up the challenge to deliver the yanks
more than a hot dog and apple pie for supper! “We always listen to what customers are
looking for (wanking over)” Max told us. “People’s tastes go in fads and it was clear that
the hairy, dusky, Arab kind of look with a combination of French and Algerian ethnic mix
was becoming popular in the U.S. So in good tradition of ‘what they get over there, we get
over here’ kind of attitude, we thought we’d give it our own spin”. Max almost sounds like
some kind of Doctor Frankenstein when it comes to his casting, but we were assured that
he’d created his desired mix – but without the addition of bolts in the neck and dead ﬂesh!
So, assuming that we’d been invited on a exotic trip to say North Africa to a secluded desert
location to witness the ﬁlming of Back Alley Bandits, we dug out our passports and slapped on
some factor 15. To our surprise, however, we were guided to a railway arch in South London.
Max was quick to quell our disappointment though. “We have enough sexy fuckers in
London and Europe for this ﬂick. We scouted as far as Denmark to ﬂy in one new lad, in the
form of Nick Lavalle, a delicious, mixed race, pig-minded stud who was studying in Europe
from his homeland”. And we had to agree on his tactics, as Nick and porn regular Mark
Summers got stuck into a wet and intense scene for the cameras. We also got a good ogle at
Toby, who Max admitted was Columbian rather than Algerian, but he still looked the part as
he got stuck into his second scene of the day.Yes, this man sure has the stamina! Check out
his exclusive online interview at www.bulldogpit.com.
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Going through the cast, Max told us, “We also got over French porn pros like David Castan,
Theirry Lamasse and the Parisian guy with the superhuman stretchy arse, Demetrius,” who
Max delightfully informed us that he can get three (and we’re not talking Shreaded Wheat
here) but three ﬁsts up his arse! “I saw Demetrius’ photos on Dudes Nude,” Max told us
enthusiastically, with the excitement of a South London gangster who’s just found a 44
Magnum in a Christmas cracker. “... And the three ﬁst insertion picture raised my eyebrow
just a tad. I think three ﬁsts is a bit much for a family ﬁlm like Back Alley Bandits, but we did
shoot some ﬁsting with him which will also be on the clubsite www.bulldogpit.com.
Other new faces recruited for the movie include Rafelle - a delicious young hunk who seems
to be a favourite of the London gay scene photographers at the moment - and Kornelius,
who truly is the genuine French-Algerian article 100%. Having seen the guys performing on
set and being privy to an early cut of the ﬁlm, QXMEN can conﬁdently say this will be one
stylish, well crafted and highly charged piece of porn to add to your Estate when you die.
Back Alley Bandits from BulldogXXX is released through www.eurocreme.com and will be
available in all good DVD adult stores. And, of course, under the alter at all good, honest to
God churches early this month.
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